Virtual Leadership

Assignment Brief
Template

Sacha@virtualworkinsider.com

ASSIGNMENT BRIEF
Spend <15 minutes to complete this brief to align on key elements of an assignment or
project to ensure that you, your manager or direct report, or team members are literally on
the same page.

OBJECTIVES
What is the goal of the work, what problem are you trying to solve or what opportunity are
you trying to go after?
1.

2.

3.

MUSTS / EXECUTIONAL MANDATORIES
What must the final output include in order to be approved?
1.

2.

3.
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ASSIGNMENT BRIEF

DECISION MAKING CLARITY
RACI: Use the RACI framework to create clarity on who is Responsible (R), Accountable (A),
who needs to be consulted with (C) and who needs to be informed (I). This is especially
helpful to understand your role vs your manager or direct report’s role. Write out each area
of the project and fill in the appropriate names for each of the RACI columns.
Project Area

Responsible (R)

Accountable (A)

Consult (C)

Inform (I)
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ASSIGNMENT BRIEF
TIMELINE
Outline key milestones (including checking in with your manager or other team members for
input) and expected due date for the final deliverable.

Milestone #1 (and due date):

Milestone #2 (and due date):

Milestone #3 (and due date):

Final Deliverable (and due date):

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS AND AGREEMENTS
What else do you want to capture that is relevant to hitting the project objectives?
1.

2.

3.
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VIRTUAL LEADERSHIP SKILLS TRAINING WORKSHOPS

Contact us to learn more about our 60-90 minute customized workshops.
They can be chosen as stand-alone sessions or as part of a full series.
Email: sacha@virtualworkinsider.com

Become a Virtual shops Insider

HYBRID WORK
KICKSTARTER

Be aware of the 4 must-know skill areas to be a successful virtual leader
of hybrid and remote teams
Understand important virtual leadership concepts like Distance Bias and
Recency Bias
Be armed with new virtual team rituals and communication norms to put
into place to combat meeting fatigue and email overload

SUCCESSFUL
REMOTE
REPORTING
RELATIONSHIPS

Understand the 4 common need areas for a successful and trusting
remote reporting relationship to enable strong performance
Be aware of concrete strategies and tactics to improve the flow of
information, build trust, and solicit help and feedback when you need it
Create an action list to review with your manager and/or direct reports in
your next 1:1

INFLUENCING
ACROSS
DISTANCE

Understand the importance of influencing from a distance to hit your
business objectives and advance your career goals, and how it’s different
from being in-person
Be aware of concrete strategies and tactics to influence your key
stakeholders (internal & partners/customers) across any distance
Complete a 5-step exercise to create your own personal virtual influence
plan to set into motion immediately.

DRIVING
CULTURE IN
VIRTUAL TEAMS

LEADING
EFFECTIVE
VIRTUAL
MEETINGS

Learn how to create a culture of inclusion, trust, and connection across
distance in hybrid and remote teams
Understand the difference between culture-building and camaraderiebuilding
Complete a 3-step exercise to create your personalized virtual team culture
plan with tactics that ladder up to the biggest culture needs of your team

Be armed with actionable steps for what to do before, during, and after
virtual meetings/presentations to be engaging, effective, efficient, and
inclusive (internal & with partners and customers)
Know what tech tools to use and how to use them to be influential and
effective in the meeting/presentation

Contact Us:
Sacha@virtualworkinsider.com

